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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Uplands Hts 4 is located within the Casper Aquifer Protection Zone (CPAZ) and has been
reviewed for conformance with Aquifer Protection Ordinance (APO) requirements of the
Laramie Municipal Code Chapter 15.08.040.A Section 8. The site has vulnerable features
in a density higher than that of most other parcels in the CAPA. Four vulnerable features
were identified in close proximity or on the lot. This means that in a relative sense, the lot
will have fewer opportunities for development that do not increase groundwater
contamination risk.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION
WWC Engineering (WWC) was contracted by the City of Laramie to prepare a Site
Specific Investigation (SSI) for the potential future development of Upland Hts B4 lot.
The site is located in Zone 2 of the Casper Aquifer Protection Area (CAPA); therefore, a
SSI is required by the Aquifer Protection Ordinance (APO). The APO was adopted by the
City of Laramie in June 2008 to address development over the CAPA to protect the
Casper Aquifer from the release of contaminates which could compromise aquifer
quality. This review provides an evaluation of the site suitability and risk of potential
contamination to the Casper Aquifer pursuant to Section 8 of the APO.
WWC reviewed available literature, as referenced at the end of this report, to identify the
presence of mapped faults, folds, fractures, and other evidence of conduit flow on and
near the property.
The code language for each portion of the SSI is presented at the beginning of each
section.

2.0 SITE NARRATIVE
A site narrative that includes historical information on previous land use, contaminant releases,
abandoned wells, underground storage tanks, and septic systems as well as any other information
relevant to the site.

2.1 EXISTING SITE
The lot is located in East Laramie in the SE ¼ of Section 35, Township 16 North, Range
73 West (Figure 1). It is within the General Business (B2) zoning district. The B2 zone is
designed for retail and office space. It has a larger range of uses in comparison to Limited
Business (B1) zoning, which does not permit development such as wholesale businesses,
or major vehicle/equipment repair, and is intended for commercial development on a
large scale (City of Laramie, 2016).
The site is accessed via Boulder Drive north of Grand Avenue. The lot and the adjacent
lot (Upland Hts B5) have been flatted and graded from their original western slope but
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the lot is currently undeveloped. The lot is flat for the majority of the lot and the western
edge of the lot is sloped westward leading down to City Springs (See Attachment A,
Photo 2). Snowy Range Academy is located southeast of the property; The Spine &
Injury Clinic of Laramie, PC and Altitude Fitness are located to the southwest. Open
fields with single track trails surround the site.
Any future development of the site would require the developer to extend Boulder Drive,
and all City utilities to the edge of the property boundary to provide public street
connections to all existing, proposed or preliminary platted adjacent public streets based
on the City of Laramie Unified Development Code 15.14.0606.E Section Ci.
2.2 SITE HISTORY
Previous to 2006, the lot was undeveloped. In 2006, the lot was graded to its current
topography. The plan for development was a commercial strip mall, but the development
was abandoned according to the current landowner. Wyoming DEQ’s Contaminated Sites
reports do not list any underground storage tanks and contaminant releases on the
property. In addition, the Wyoming Oil and Gas Conservation Commission does not have
any abandoned wells inventoried on the property.

3.0 SITE PLAN
A site plan showing the proposed use and zoning of the property including existing and proposed ground
contours accurate to a two-foot interval as referenced to the USGS contour map for the area or other
specified elevation standard as required by the City, and for a distance of at least five hundred feet
beyond any proposed development activity, existing and proposed structures, parking areas, driveways,
landscaping areas, setbacks, surface and subsurface drainage facilities, potential contaminant storage
locations and methods of storage, above ground storage tanks, best management practices, utilities,
roads, storm water management, and a vicinity map. Where necessary, specific construction details
shall be provided to assure adequate to accepted design standards.

A preliminary site plan is not presented as there are no plans to develop the property at
this time. Based on similar development in the area, proposed developments would likely
consist of light commercial or office use.

4.0 CONTAMINANT IDENTIFICATION
Identification of potential contaminants and amounts stored, generated or handled on the subject
property.
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There is no current plan for development but based on zoning, the lot is zoned for
commercial or office space, there are typically limited potential for handling, generation,
or storage of contaminants in this zoning.

5.0 FIELD INSPECTION
A field inspection shall be conducted to verify the presence or absence of vulnerable features as defined
in subsection15.08.040.A.7.a A summary of the field inspection shall include a written report, maps
identifying the vulnerable features, and the distance and direction of the nearest well and vulnerable
feature. Where subsurface wastewater disposal is proposed, the investigator shall conduct deep pit soil
analysis to a depth at least five feet below the proposed bottom of the leaching system to establish that
there are no obstructions such as bedrock, water table or other forms of refusal that could interfere with
the proper functioning of the wastewater disposal system.

WWC performed a site visit on August 17, 2017 to identify any vulnerable features and
document the site conditions. Photographs are located in Attachment A.

The City

Springs Fault runs east of the property trending southwest to northeast. City Springs is
located approximately 100 feet west of the property boundary (Photo 2, Attachment A).
The geology of the site is a mixture of alluvium and colluvium and that consists of
Casper Formation, mainly limestone and sandstone. The site is underlain by the Casper
Formation Delta Member (Love and Christiansen, 1985). In addition, the Quarry
Anticline north limb is located on the property. Folding in the anticline has resulted in
substantial fracturing.

6.0 MAPPING
A map showing the area and types of exposed bedrock, marshes, perennial drainages, intermittent
drainages, ephemeral drainages, creeks, and other bodies of water on the subject property.

Figure 1 and 2 detail the project location relative to the CAPA boundary and vulnerable
features as identified by the APO. There are three wells located 1,130 feet to the
southwest. The City Springs Fault is approximately 10 feet to the southeast of the
property boundary.
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7.0 FLOOD PLAIN
Where the 100-year flood plain mapping is unavailable, the professional geologist and/or engineer will
calculate the 100-year flood plain for the drainage. The flood plain mapping will be provided on a site
map with a scale not to exceed 1 inch equals 200 feet.

The proposed development is not located in a FEMA Flood Insurance Rate Map flood
plain delineation. After field investigation of the site, the floodplain for a nearby drainage
to Spring Creek located 90 feet to the northwest of the property would not pose any risk
to flooding due to the large elevation difference. The surface drainage of this lot was
calculated in Section 10.

8.0 SEWER AND WATER SUPPLY EVALUATION
An evaluation of the water supply and sewage system that includes the potential effects or risks of the
systems to the Casper Aquifer and its recharge area and CHAPTER 15.08:Zoning Districts 15.08.040
Overlay Districts 15.08.040.A Aquifer Protection (APO) Overlay City of Laramie 36 Unified
Development Code Revised October 21, 2016 Chapter 15.08 the adequacy and safety of the systems.
Items such as floor drains and plumbing schematics and the locations of potential contaminants, waste
storage, and liquid transfer area locations shall be provided.

Future facilities and buildings on the property will be served by the City of Laramie
sanitary sewer and water utilities; there will not be individual septic systems or water
supply wells. City water services are located in the roadway adjacent to the site and can
be seen in Attachment A, Photo 4.

9.0 POTENTIOMETRIC MAPPING
A map(s) depicting the potentiometric surface of the Casper Aquifer at the subject property using data
from historical water level measurements and published potentiometric surface maps. No new wells shall
be drilled for the purpose of determining the potentiometric surface.

A Casper Formation potentiometric surface, shown in Figure 1, was obtained from the
Laramie Water Management Plan, Level II, (WWC 2006). The map shows the static
groundwater level to be below 7,300 feet. The elevation of the site ranges from 7,3087,312 feet, indicating a minimum of 8 feet of separation between the potentiometric and
land surface. The nearest expression of the potentiometry, City Springs, is at an elevation
of approximately 7,274 feet which suggests that the potentiometric surface is closer to 30
feet below the lowest elevation of the site.
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10.0 SURFACE WATER
A surface water risk assessment and mitigation plan for any impacts caused by storm water runoff,
retention and/or detention basins on the city water supply and the Casper Aquifer.

Figure 3 shows the existing elevation contours and the calculated drainage paths for the
site. Hydrologic calculations, shown in Attachment B, were performed to determine the
maximum flow rate at the site. During the 100-year storm event, the maximum runoff for
the 2-hour storm is approximately 17.9 cfs.

11.0 MAINTENANCE PLANS
A maintenance plan and agreement for any retention and/or detention basins and associated
improvements will be required. Such plan and agreements shall be recorded in the Albany County
Clerk's Office.

It is unknown if retention and/or detention basins will be required by the City as a result
of any future development.

12.0 GROUNDWATER RISK ASSESSMENT AND MITIGATION
PLANNING
A groundwater risk assessment and mitigation plan to respond to any evidence of contamination or
vulnerability which is the result of the development. Such plan shall not limit the liability of any Person
for impacts to the Casper Aquifer.

This SSI has been prepared without a specific project development proposal, which are
what normally trigger the need for an SSI.

In spite of this lack of a specific proposed

project, WWC evaluated the physical attributes of the property itself in terms of its
relative vulnerability to aquifer contamination risk, which will be explained better below.
We performed this evaluation in the spirit of doing something that goes beyond the
speculation and “arm waving” that has been found to occupy this section of an SSI when
there is no specific project.
WWC’s evaluation is based on an analysis of all of the approximately 936 land parcels
within the CAPA boundary, Zone 2 and 3. Without presenting a deep explanation of our
method, the following summary should provide the reader a general understanding.
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Using GIS software, available information regarding location of geologic faults, folds,
surficial geology, wells and surface drainages were overlaid with each parcel. Faults,
folds, surface drainages, and wells were buffered based on typical SSI setback
requirements. In this way, the evaluation took into account how much of a parcel was
occupied by a vulnerable feature and its setback. Further, each vulnerable attribute (such
as a fault) was assigned a relative risk factor. As an example, a well was assigned a risk
factor of 4 and a mapped fault was assigned a risk factor of 3, indicating that a well is a
slightly more vulnerable feature than a fault of the same size.
The parcel size and vulnerable feature attribution was combined to provide a measure of
aquifer vulnerability and not in an absolute sense, but more so in terms of a relative
sense. WWC then sorted and ranked the parcel vulnerability valuations to provide a
ranked listing of the relative vulnerability of the parcels. The relative vulnerability
evaluation was, in other words, an attempt to identify what parcels are inherently riskier
than the others, irrespective of what type of project is being implemented or proposed.
Upland Hts B4 ranked at about the 20th percentile of the 936 CAPA parcels. So, the lot
itself is considerably more vulnerable to aquifer contamination than most of the
properties in the CAPA.
WWC understands that this SSI is being performed in connection with a potential land
sale. The purchaser might recognize that this parcel will be relatively hard to develop in
comparison to other parcels, due to it relatively high density of risky geologic attributes.

13.0 DEMONSTRATION OF COMPLIANCE WITH CITY
STANDARDS
Demonstration of compliance with all applicable City Standards.

WWC interprets this item to mean that the project must comply with all applicable City
Standards and Codes. Project designs will be submitted for the normal approval process
by a different design team and under a different contract. Since WWC has not examined
the project designs and is not responsible for such designs, we cannot certify this item.
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Photo 1: City Springs Fault
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